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Overview

• Proposal 1:

• Provisions for use of HDF5 “File Families.”

• Proposal 2:

• Provisions for specifying the “data sample point” location in the cell.

• Miscellaneous clarifications in Parts 10c (HDF5) and 8 (Imagery and Gridded 

Data).
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S100WG4-4.12 HDF5 File Families

• An HDF5 file family is one logical file mapped to more than one physical
files.

• Use case:

• For some types of data, the amount of data can be several Gb or even Tb.

• With file families, an HO could in theory build their datasets as big as they want 
and still meet a requirement imposing a physical file size limit.

• This proposal describes the S-100 metadata and related implementation 
for Product Specifications which allow file families.

• Product Specifications may have to be written to accommodate large 
datasets.

• Determinations of and limits on maximum size are out of scope for the present 
proposal. OEMs may desire a lower limit (10 MB or 256MB) depending on 
method of transmission.

• The present proposal could probably be adapted to apply to (separate) tiles or 
otherwise partitioned datasets. 
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Considerations

• Validation of the exchange set requires knowing what physical files are 
supposed to be in the exchange set.

• The S-100 metadata model does not include a file count attribute. There is 
supposed to be a different discovery metadata block for each file (dataset or 
support). Generally, that suffices as an implicit count.

• A different discovery metadata block for each physical file in an HDF5 file family 
would be duplicative except for physical file name and digital signature.

• In principle there can be more than one dataset in an exchange set – i.e., 
multiple sets of file families. So the number of files in a “file family” cannot be 
placed in exchange set metadata – it has to be in dataset discovery metadata.

• This proposal describes the metadata for a file family.

• Product specifications are expected to add this metadata as an extension to the 
standard S-100 metadata described in Part 4a, if they allow file families.

• Product specifications must extend S-100 generic schemas to add it. (See S-97.)

• There is also some implementation guidance for developers added to 
Part 10c.
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Proposal in a nutshell
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Product Spec. extends S-100 

dataset discovery metadata with 

attribute numFamilyMembers

(containing the number of 

physical files for the logical 

dataset)

There is a single dataset 

discovery metadata instance for 

each logical dataset file.

The filename attribute names the 

logical dataset file.

(myfile.hdf5, not myfile_0.hdf5)

The digital signature is 

computed using all the physical 

files in the file family, in order.

If this attribute is not present, file 

families are not being used.

Extract from exchange catalogue model in product 

specification showing relevant classes and attributes

It will be used by a small minority 

of product specifications, so it is 

not added to common S-100 

discovery metadata in Part 4a.
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Conclusion – HDF5 File families

• Comments and questions?
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